TURN SIGNAL FLASHER / 1978 LIGHTWEIGHTS

Crates containing 1978 Model Lightweight Motorcycles shipped to you after January 1, 1978 will include the following:

- Turn Signal Flasher and Rubber Strap Kit.
- Instruction Sheet.

A copy of the instruction sheet is attached for your information.

To improve the turn signal flash rate, this type flasher is to be installed by you during motorcycle set-up.

We request that you contact owners of previously delivered 1978 model lightweight motorcycles and arrange with them to come in at their earliest opportunity to have the flasher checked and a rectangular flasher installed if necessary. This includes 1978 models on your showroom floor.

Order additional rectangular Lucas "8-FL type 36" flashers under part number 68568-76P or 68544-73, to replace round Mitsuba "FR-9H" flasher.

For each round flasher replaced, submit warranty claim to the factory following normal warranty procedure, using special Job Code 5159 for labor credit. When your claims are processed, you will receive parts credit and 0.3 hour labor credit for each flasher replaced. Claims submitted for flashers included in the crate will be paid for labor only.
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SPECIAL REPLACEMENT FLASHER FOR 1978 LIGHTWEIGHTS

This package contains a new rectangular LUCAS flasher and rubber strap for immediate installation on the motorcycle in this shipping crate to provide the correct turn signal flash rate. Before the motorcycle is delivered to the customer and/or operated, remove the round MITSUBA flasher and rubber strap and install the rectangular LUCAS flasher and rubber strap according to the instructions below.

Remove MITSUBA flasher (round - marked "FR-9H"), not sold for parts order.

Install LUCAS flasher (rectangular - marked "8-FL"), part number 68544-73 or 68568-76P.

Submit a warranty claim for labor only to replace round flasher following normal warranty procedure, using special Job Code 5159. When your claim is processed, you will receive 0.3 hour labor credit at your certified retail labor rate.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING LUCAS FLASHER

Disconnect wires from old round flasher on motorcycle - blue wire from "L" terminal and double green wire from "X" terminal. Remove old rubber strap and flasher.

Install new rectangular flasher and rubber strap from this package by connecting blue wire to "L" terminal and double green wire to "B" terminal.

Reinstall seat, being sure to engage front ear of seat in frame crosspiece so that seat is secure. Tighten the two seat mounting bolts to 15 ft.-lbs. torque.
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